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Mozart arrived. Gluck's last years were spent with dignity and
serenity at Vienna, in the pleasant society of that queen of
eighteenth-century capitals.
Down to the middle of the eighteenth century opera, though
produced in great quantity, had been somewhat stagnant.
There were few works of genius; the Olimpiade of the young
Pergolese, produced at Rome in 1735, with a fine libretto by
Metastasio, is exceptional. Even Handel's operas were a little
mechanical; he was prepared to fit his music almost to any
words. The rules of composition were inclined to be some-
what rigid. Every opera was expected to contain only six
characters, three men and three women, and these must make
three pairs of lovers. Thus the poets or poetasters who wrote
the libretto, as well as the musicians who composed the score,
were absurdly confined in their style and in their inventiveness.
Gluck broke away from all this and raised opera to a high art,
to something much more than just smooth and elegant and
pleasant composition for people to see and hear. " Grandeur,
dignity, purity, were his qualities."* His influence on Mozart
was pronounced and beneficent. Dr Burney met the composer
at Vienna and saw his works. " In some of his scenes," he
wrote, " M. Gluck, transported beyond the bounds of ordinaiy
genius, gives such energy and colouring to passion as to
become at once poet, painter, and musician. He seems to be
the Michel Angelo of music, and is as happy in painting difficult
attitudes and situations of the mind as that painter was of the
body/' 2 Thus Gluck shares some of the glory of bringing
eighteenth-century opera to its grand culmination.
Another composer who shared this distinction was Franz
Joseph Haydn. This musician is known all over the world
for having composed the magnificent Austrian national anthem
in 1797, when gigantic battles were being fought in South
Germany and North Italy between the Austrian and French
armies. A great composer, he was also a great teacher. Born
1 Sacheverell Sitwell, Mostart (1932), p. 30*
* Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in Germany* &* Netfertaads,
and the United Provinces (i773)> vol. ii, p. 289.

